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Topics
• Terminology familiarization 
• Top-level organization of the GNC system
C t• avea s
– Terminology not always consistent between 
i i ti (P Offi Fli htvar ous organ za ons rogram ce, g  
Ops, North American, Grumman, MIT, TRW)
P i t t t i l (N th– r me con rac or erm no ogy or  
American, Grumman) used here
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• Command and Service Module (CSM)/Lunar Module 
(LM) GNC organization
• Primary Guidance, Navigation, and Control (PGNCS) 
(mostly common to CSM and LM)
• CSM Stabilization and Control System (SCS) and other 
CSM-specific hardware
• LM Abort Guidance System (AGS), Control Electronics 
System (CES), and other LM-specific hardware
• Other common hardware
• Summary
• References
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• Control: “How do I get there?”
– Inputs: required change in velocity 
and/or attitude
Outputs: commands to flight
Control
ΔV, attitude cmds
–     
control effectors (Reaction Control 
System (RCS) thrusters, engine 
gimbals, etc)
Effectors
Propulsion/gimbal cmds
Command & Service Module (CSM) GNC 
Organization
• Primary Guidance, 
N i ti d C t l
PGNCSCrew
av ga on, an  on ro  
System (PGNCS)
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Saturn S-IVB stage
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• Stabilization and Control 
System (SCS)
– Backup control functions
– Crew displays and manual 
controls
– Interface between PGNCS 
and propulsion system
CSM 
Propulsion
S-IVB
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Lunar Module (LM) GNC Organization
• Primary Guidance and Navigation 
Section (PGNS) Crew 
– Primary guidance, navigation, and 
control functions
• Abort Guidance Section (AGS)
– Backup guidance and   
(rudimentary) navigation functions 
for lunar descent aborts, powered 
ascent, and rendezvous with CSM
• Control Electronics Section (CES)
PGNS AGS
– Backup control functions for 
PGNS
– All control functions for AGS
– Crew displays and manual 
controls
CES
– Interface to propulsion system for 
both PGNS and AGS
LM Propulsion
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PGNCS/PGNS Hardware
• Three subsystems on each vehicle    
– Designed to operate independently
Computer and inertial subsystems almost–      
identical between CSM and LM
• Computer Subsystem (CSS)  
• Inertial Subsystem (ISS)
• Optical Subsystem (OSS)
Computer Subsystem
• Apollo Guidance Computer 
(AGC)
– Command Module Computer 
(CMC) on CSM
– LM Guidance Computer (LGC) 
LMon 
– Identical hardware, different 
software (Colossus for CSM, 
Luminary for LM)
Di l d K b d (DSKY)• sp ay an  ey oar  
– Two CSM DSKYs, one on 
main panel and one in Lower 
Equipment Bay (LEB)
– One LM DSKY, on main panel
– Only difference between CSM 
and LM are caution/status 
indicator lights (LM shown)
Inertial Subsystem
• Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU)
LM
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changes
– Pulse Integrating Pendulous 
Accelerometers (PIPAs) sense 
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IMU CASE
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• Navigation Base (NB)  
– Rigid mounting point 
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– CSM NB located in 
Lower Equipment Bay 
(LEB)
Navigation Base
– LM NB located at top 
forward of LM ascent 
stage
Inertial Subsystem
LM Primary Guidance and Navigation Section (PGNS)
• Coupling Data Unit (CDU)
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P l T A bl (PTA)
LM
GUIDANCE
COMPUTER
POWER AND
SERVO
ASSEMBLY
• u se orque ssem y 
– Command/data interface to IMU 
accelerometers
• Signal Conditioner Assembly 
(SCA) (not shown)  
– Interface to instrumentation 
system
PULSE
TORQUE
ASSEMBLY
CSM Optical Subsystem
• Sextant (SXT)
28x magnification 1 8 degree field of–  , .   - -
view (FOV), dual lines-of-sight (LOS)
– Collect star LOS data for IMU align
– Collect star/horizon LOS data for 
cislunar navigation
Collect LM LOS data for rendezvous–       
navigation
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• Scanning Telescope (SCT)
– 1x magnification, 60 degree FOV
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• Sextant (SXT)
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Sextant (SXT) (Eyepieces stowed) Scanning Telescope (SCT)
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view (FOV), dual lines-of-sight (LOS)
– Collect star LOS data for IMU align
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• Scanning Telescope (SCT)
– 1x magnification, 60 degree FOV
– Locate stars for subsequent SXT 
sightings
– Collect landmark LOS data for orbital 
navigation
• Minimum Impulse Controller (MIC)
– Located in LEB with optics
– Mini-rotational controller provides fine 
RCS pointing control for optics 
sightings
Minimum Impulse Controller (MIC)Optics Controller
LM Optical Subsystem
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FOV
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• Computer Control and Reticle 
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– MARK and REJECT 
hb tt f AOT i htipus u ons or  s g ngs
– Reticle light intensity adjust
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CSM SCS Hardware
• Translation Control  
(TC)
– Three-axis CSM RCS 
translation control
– Rotate T-handle 
counterclockwise to  
initiate launch abort
– Rotate T-handle 
clockwise to switch 
from PGNCS to SCS 
control
CSM SCS Hardware
• Rotation Controls  
(RC)
– Three-axis CSM RCS 
rotation control or 
Thrust Vector Control 
(TVC)
– Push-To-Talk (PTT) 
trigger
CSM SCS Hardware 
• Gyro Assemblies (GA1, GA2)
E h t i th B d
Roll IndexRoll Rate Needle
Roll Error NeedleGimbal Lock Region
– ac  con a ns ree o y 
Mounted Attitude Gyros 
(BMAGs)
– Can provide output signals 
proportional to either angular    
rate or angular displacement
• Gyro Display Coupler (GDC)
– Integrates GA data to produce 
b k ttit d fac up a u e re erence
• Flight Director Attitude 
Indicators (FDAI)
– Display of CSM attitude, 
attitude errors, and rates
– Rates from BMAGs, attitude 
from either IMU or GDC Pitch/Yaw Index Pitch Error Needle
Yaw Error Needle Pitch Rate NeedleYaw Rate Needle
CSM SCS Hardware
• Gimbal Position/Fuel Pressure 
Indicator (GP/FPI)
SPS Pitch Gimbal Angle SPS Yaw Gimbal Angle
 
– Thumbwheels to manually trim 
Service Propulsion System 
(SPS) pitch and yaw gimbals 
prior to burn  
– Needles display gimbal angles
– Also displays fuel/oxidizer 
pressures for Saturn S-II and 
S IVB stages-  
SPS Yaw Gimbal Set Knob
SPS Pitch Gimbal Set Knob
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• Gimbal Position/Fuel Pressure 
Indicator (GP/FPI) 
– Thumbwheels to manually trim 
Service Propulsion System 
(SPS) pitch and yaw gimbals 
prior to burn  
– Needles display gimbal angles
– Also displays fuel/oxidizer 
pressures for Saturn S-II and 
S IVB stages-  
• Attitude Set Control Panel 
(ASCP)
– Thumbwheels to set pitch, 
d ll ttit dyaw, an  ro  a u es
– Attitude error reference for 
display on FDAI
– Attitude reference for GDC
CSM SCS Hardware
IMU
CMC
PGNCS
DSKY
MIC
CDU
S-IVB IU
GAs (2)
(BMAGs)
SCS
FDAIs (2)
OSS
GDC
EDA
GP/FPI
ASCP
RJEC
TC
EMS
ECA
TVSA
RCs (2)
RCS
SPS 
• Electronic Display Assembly (EDA)
– Interface between various data sources and FDAIs/GPI
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• Electronic Control Assembly (ECA)
– Analog autopilot logic
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• Thrust Vector Servo Amplifier (TVSA)
– Interface to SPS gimbal actuators
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• Reaction Jet and Engine Control (RJ/EC)
– RCS solenoid drivers and logic circuits, SPS ignition control
CM Entry Monitor System (EMS)
• Displays data for 
monitoring a PGNCS 
entry and/or manual 
control of a PGNCS   -
fail entry
• ΔV monitoring and   
backup shutdown 
during SPS burns
• Raw display of VHF 
ranging data during 
rendezvous
CSM Very High Frequency (VHF) Ranging
• VHF ranging developed to supplement sextant      
(SXT) data for CSM rendezvous navigation at 
ranges up to 606 km (327 nmi)
– Used existing VHF comm system for duplex link
– Used Entry Monitor System (EMS) for data display
– First flight Apollo 10 in 1969
• Prime sensor in the event of LM RR fail or CSM 
ti dac ve ren ezvous
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LM AGS Hardware
• Abort Electronics 
A bl (AEA)ssem y 
– AGS computer
• Data Entry and Display 
A bl (DEDA)ssem y 
– Display/keyboard
• Abort Sensor Assembly 
(ASA)
– Strapdown (fixed to LM 
body) inertial navigation 
system
– Attitude and velocity data 
to AGS
– Mounted to nav base with 
IMU and AOT  
LM CES Hardware
• Attitude Controller  
Assemblies (ACAs)
– Manual attitude control
– Landing point 
redesignation 
capability during final   
approach phase
– Push-To-Talk (PTT) 
trigger
LM CES Hardware
• Thrust/Translation 
Up deflection: +X RCS translation
Controller Assemblies 
(TTCAs)
– Left-right and in-out 
deflection: provide Y and Z 
axis RCS translation
– Up-down deflection:
• X axis RCS translation 
when THROTTLE/JETS 
lever in JETS position
Down deflection: -X RCS translation
THROTTLE/JETS lever in JETS
LM CES Hardware
• Thrust/Translation 
Up deflection: Increase throttle
Controller Assemblies 
(TTCAs)
– Left-right and in-out 
deflection: provide Y and Z 
axis RCS translation
– Up-down deflection:
• X axis RCS translation 
when THROTTLE/JETS 
lever in JETS position
• Descent Propulsion  
System (DPS) throttle 
control when 
THROTTLE/JETS lever in 
THROTTLE position
Down deflection: Decrease throttle
THROTTLE/JETS lever in THROTTLE
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GUID
CONT LM CES Hardware
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• Attitude and Translation Control Assembly (ATCA)
– RCS logic and drivers   
– Analog autopilot for AGS
PGNS CES
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• Rate Gyro Assembly (RGA)
V hi l i d d h d AGS l– e c e att tu e rate ata w en un er  contro
PGNS CES
GUID
CONT LM CES Hardware
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APS
S&C
Control
Assemblies
TTCAs
SwitchesAGS
AEAA
AEA
ATCA
RGAs
Uplink
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• Descent Engine Control Assembly (DECA)
C l d i i i i i b li d h li– ontro s escent eng ne gn t on, g m a ng, an  t rott ng
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• Gimbal Drive Actuators (GDAs)
D i d i i h/ ll i b l– r ve escent eng ne p tc ro  g m a s
PGNS CES
GUID
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DPS
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S&C
Control
Assemblies
TTCAs
SwitchesAGS
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• Ascent Engine Arming Assembly (AEAA)
A /fi i l f LM di l– rm re ascent eng ne remote y or  sposa
PGNS CES
GUID
CONT LM CES Hardware
DPS
DECA GDAsLGC
APS
S&C
Control
Assemblies
TTCAs
SwitchesAGS
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• S&C Control Assemblies
P i i i d f d d i– rocess gn t on comman s or escent an  ascent eng nes
• Gimbal Angle Sequencing Transformation Assembly (GASTA)
– Transforms IMU gimbal angles for display on FDAI (not shown)
LM Radar Subsystem Hardware
CSM
LM Rendezvous Radar (RR)
Range, range rate, and angle (shaft & trunnion) data 
automatically to LGC, manually to AGS 
-Z-AXIS
CSM RR Transponder
Increases RR range capability to max 750 km (405 nmi) 
compared to skin-track
CSM
+X-AXIS
CSM
+Z-AXIS
CSM
+Y-AXIS
LM
TRANSPONDER
ANTENNA POINTING ERROR ANGLE
(SHAFT AND/OR TRUNNION)
RENDEZVOUS
RADAR ANTENNA
+X-AXIS
LM
+Z-AXIS
LM
+Y-AXIS
LM Radar Subsystem Hardware
• LM Landing Radar (LR)
Slant range and velocity data for control–        
of descent to lunar surface
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Orbital Rate Display – Earth And Lunar (ORDEAL)
• FDAI display of pitch    
attitude with respect 
to local horizontal
• Not tied to nav state -
uses altitude rotary 
knob and earth/lunar 
switch to determine 
orb rate 
No ORDEAL
No ORDEAL
Orbital Rate Display – Earth And Lunar (ORDEAL)
• FDAI display of pitch    
attitude with respect 
to local horizontal
• Not tied to nav state -
uses altitude rotary 
knob and earth/lunar 
switch to determine 
orb rate 
With ORDEAL
With ORDEAL
Docking Aids
• Crewman Optical
Barrel Index
  
Alignment Sight 
(COAS)
– Line-of-sight (LOS) 
reference and gross 
range/range rate cues   
during final approach 
and docking
Combining glassBarrel LockReticle Dimmer
– Could be used as 
backup to optics for 
navigation sightings 
Reticle Pattern
Docking Aids
• Docking Targets 
– Lateral/angular 
alignment cues during 
final approach
– Exterior LM-mounted 
target for CSM-active   
docking (nominal)
– Interior CSM-mounted 
target for LM-active 
docking
Summary
• Primary guidance and navigation systems were 
mostly common to both vehicles
• Almost no redundancy in CSM guidance and 
i i ( l i i b )nav gat on most y n opt cs su system
• LM had redundant guidance for aborts
R d d t t l t b th hi l• e un an  con ro  sys ems on o  ve c es 
allowed manual and limited automatic control in 
the event of primary system failure
– Mission Control Center provided guidance and 
navigation functions for this case
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